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Abstract

Many Software development organizations suffer chronic problems of cost overruns, schedule slips and projects that do not meet the originally specified functions in almost all software projects. This study commenced by reviewing existing risk management models. Thereafter, a survey which involved software project managers in Iran was conducted to gather empirical data about the practice of risk assessment. Thirty Software Project managers participated and were interviewed. Structured questionnaires were used to capture information. Observation made from this study show that in Iran, risk assessment is poorly practiced and many projects do not yet practice systematic risk assessment. This is because 83% of software project managers implicitly assess risks and the same percentage (83%) use unstructured approaches, poor risk identification and analysis techniques. It additionally shows that risks are not documented and experiences not properly utilized. This has led to ever recurring problems. The conclusion drawn indicates that Iran’s software project managers need to start assessing risks using proper approaches. Review of existing models showed that these models are complex and may not help address existing shortcomings. This study proposes a risk assessment framework, which helps managers to simply start assessing, documenting major risks, estimating risks using an objective approach that is based on frequently occurring risks to project likelihood of a risk occurring and subjective approach where objective approach is not applicable. It also supports qualitative risk estimation technique using prearranged risk estimation matrices and is supported by a tool which collects and stores risk data for analysis and improvement purposes.
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1. Introduction

Most industries, institutions and various activities in the current century are managed using computer applications. However, many Software development organizations suffer chronic problems of cost overruns, schedule slips and projects which do not meet the originally specified functions in almost all software projects. These problems are not experienced only during the development of new and complex projects, but also during the enhancement of existing software projects. Various reasons have been put forward for the prevalence of risks in software projects. These include rapidly advancing computer technology (Kontio, 2001). There is always constant review of computer systems where new technologies replace the existing technologies which are then termed outdated and impractical for new development. These rapid changes have led to increased software development complexity bringing along new risks to the software projects. Also, the intangible nature of software means that traditional processes for managing industrial projects are not effective. It is also noted that of the many engineering disciplines, software engineering is more prone to risks than many other areas.

In software projects, processes and requirements evolve more, complexity of products is higher, and there are a higher number of potential risk factors than in many other disciplines. This is partially due to the inherent nature of software development, in principle, all projects are more unique than those of other disciplines growing user expectations decrease the stability of a software project, again opening a door for potential risks. This uniqueness makes it more difficult to plan, model and predict the progress of a software project. Assessing risks has a cost. This cost must be balanced against the possible loss which can be incurred if risks are not dealt with (Wiegers, 2007). This cost include consumption of much time. However, the benefits thereof are immense (Selby, 2007). These benefits are; it helps in
This study investigated whether Software Project Managers in Iran assess risks in software projects. It also looked at risk assessment approaches and methodologies used in software projects risk management, means of storing risk data and their reuse and the possible reasons as to why software projects fail to meet performance, cost and schedule requirements. These reasons include major threats in software project that Software Project Managers experience in Iran. The main intention for this research was to obtain facts on the state of the art of risks assessment practice in Iran, develop a risk assessment framework and its supporting tool based on these facts also known as study findings and the existing software project management acceptable practices surveyed in the existing literature.

2. Theoretical Background

IT projects have a dismal record of going over budget and schedule, not realizing expectations and for providing poor return on investment (Jaques, 2004). Attempts at developing information systems are not always successful. Numerous studies have given reasons for causes of project failure and discussed a range of recognized risk factors including those concerning: project leadership and management, organizational culture and structure, inadequate resources, bad planning, negligence in management commitment and patterns of belief, user involvement and training, developer expertise, technology planning, competition in the industry might change rendering the application useless, scope and objectives setting, estimation and choice of methodology (Bronte-Stewart, 2005). All these factors require careful analysis. The term risk is used universally in different contextual domains. For example, it is used in the financial sector to mean the possibility of incurring financial loss, and in the medical sector to mean the possibility of physiological loss to life. In the “software” world, risk is an important issue often referring to the sources of danger to software development, acquisition, procurement, or maintenance.

Risk assessment is defined as the overall process of risk identification, quantification, evaluation and acceptance. A risk assessment is concerned with measuring the risk of an operation towards the acceptance criteria set for this operation (Zolotukhin & Gudmestad, 2002). It is apparent that a lot of time and money seems to be spent on software development and billions of dollars are wasted each year on failed projects but, one way or another, a great deal is wasted (Bronte-Stewart, 2005). A survey for the British Computer Society in 2001 found that only around one in eight projects were successful. For development projects the figure was even worse with less than 1% succeeding. The survey found that poor management of the requirements and scope of a project were the most common reasons for failure. Risk, communication and the change process were also badly managed (Taylor, 2001). Another group of researchers conducted three simultaneous surveys of experienced project managers in three different settings: Hong Kong, Finland and the United States. The three panels of experts identified an initial list of 53 IT project risk factors (Schmidt, Lytytinen, Keil, & Cule, 2001).

2.1 Risk Assessment Models

Several software project risk management approaches have been proposed in the past, most of which assess risks during all the phases of software development, by integrating risk management practices along with the software development process. As a result, in these approaches, the risk management models follow a disciplined process. This study looks at the main existing risk assessment and management approaches and models: Kontio’s (2001) Riskit Methodology provides a complete conceptual framework for risk management using a goal, and stakeholder oriented approach by considering their potential utility losses. It attempts to manage risks by capturing the intentions of stakeholders in the risk management process. Riskit complements existing risk management approaches by supporting qualitative and structured analysis of risks through a graphical modelling formalism (Kontio, 2001). Foo and Murugananth (2000) proposed a questionnaire based approach for analyzing risks to provide their quantitative assessment. Murugananth’s approach can be used to quantify risk elements, and use them to estimate a normalized value of the overall project risk. Their model, called the Software Risk Assessment Model (SRAM), is based on the use of situational factors to predict project risks. In other words, risk assessment in this model is dependent on the nature of the project, and the situations facing it. In their model, they consider nine critical risk elements: software complexity, project staff, targeted reliability, product requirements, estimation methodology, monitoring methodology, development process adopted, usability of development software, and tools. Thereafter, they frame a list of questions for the risk assessor, by providing three choices for each of the above critical risk elements. The answers of the assessors are assessed, and sorted according to their increasing risk levels (Misra, Kumar, & Kumar,
Deursen and Kuipers (2003) risk assessment methodology involves identifying the different primary facts, and secondary facts in a project. The primary facts are obtained by analyzing the system, and the secondary facts are obtained by interviewing different stakeholders, reviewing contract documents, project plans, requirements specifications, and design documents. Finally, the primary facts, and the secondary facts are taken in tandem, and compared to observe whether the risks perceived from both the angles are consistent with each other. This software risk assessment methodology is different from the traditional extremes of product risk management, and process risk management. The advantage of it is that it builds on the advantages of both the above-mentioned extremes to resolve risks having conflicting viewpoints amongst stakeholders. Tiwana and Keil (2004) developed a software development risk assessment tool that project managers could use to quickly assess some of the important project risks, and their effects. This tool and the questions in it were developed as a result of risk management data collected from the IT managers of 60 companies. The important achievement of this tool is that it can help in quickly assessing the important risks threatening a project, instead of deploying a full-fledged, time, and budget consuming risk management methodology.

2.2 Risk Assessment Processes

1. Risk identification is the first step in the software risk management process; risks are identified and added to the list of known risks. Identification surfaces risks before they become problems. The output of this step is a list of project specific risks that have the potential of compromising the project's success. There are many techniques for identifying risks, including interviewing and brainstorming with project personnel, customers, and vendors. Open ended questions can help identify potential areas of risk, voluntary reporting, where any individual who identifies a risk is encouraged and rewarded for bringing that risk to management’s attention. This requires the complete elimination of the “shoot the messenger” syndrome. Decomposition in the form of work breakdown structures during project planning can also help identify areas of uncertainty that may need to be recorded as risks. Risk taxonomies which entails lists of problems that have occurred on other projects and can be used as checklists to help ensure all potential risks have been considered (Westfall, 2000).

2. Risk classification is based on taxonomy approach. The taxonomy provides a framework for organizing and studying the breadth of software development issues. Hence, it serves as the basis for eliciting and organizing the full breadth of software development risks. Tiwana and Keil (2004) revealed that another way to classify risks is to identify the area of influence. This is because in their study they noticed that project managers can identify risks that fall into their spheres and those that are out of their spheres. Therefore, they classified risks in to two spheres; the project manager’s sphere and customer’s (user) sphere.

3. Risk analysis is the conversion of risk data into risk decision making information. Analysis provides the basis for the project manager to work on the “right” and most critical risks. During the risk analysis step, each risk is assessed to determine: Likelihood: the probability that the risk will result in a loss and Impact: the size or cost of that loss if the risk turns into a problem. The list of risks is then prioritized based on the results of our risk analysis. Since resource limitations rarely allow the consideration of all risks, the prioritized list of risks is used to identify risks requiring additional planning and action. Other risks are documented and tracked for possible future consideration. Based on changing conditions, additional information, the identification of new risks, or the closure of existing risks, the list of risks requiring additional planning and action may require periodic updates (Westfall, 2000).

4. Risk planning turns risk information into decisions and actions. Planning involves developing actions to address individual risks, prioritizing risk actions, and creating an integrated risk management plan. The plan for a specific risk can take many forms.

5. Risk tracking consists of monitoring the status of risks and the actions taken to ameliorate them. Appropriate risk metrics are identified and monitored to enable the evaluation of the status of risks as well as of risk mitigation plans. Tracking serves as the “watchdog” function of management. The results of the tracking can be identification of new risks that need to be added to the risk list, Validation of known risk resolutions so risks can be removed from the risk list because they are no longer a threat to project success, Information that dictates additional planning requirements, Implementation of contingency plan. Many of the software metrics typically used to manage software projects can also be used to track risks. For example, Gantt charts, earned value measures, and budget and resource metrics can help identify and track risks involving variances...
between plans and actual performance. Requirements churn, defect identification rates, and defect backlogs can be used to track rework risks, risks to the quality of the delivered product, and even schedule risks (Westfall, 2000).

6. Risk control corrects deviations from planned risk actions. Once risk metrics and triggering events have been chosen, there is nothing unique about risk control. Risk control melds into project management and relies on project management processes to control risk action plans, corrects for variations from plans, responds to triggering events, and improves risk management processes.

7. Without effective communication, no risk management approach can be viable. While communication facilitates interaction among the elements of the model, there are higher level communications to consider as well. In order to be analyzed and managed correctly, risks must be communicated to and between the appropriate organizational levels. This includes levels within the development project and organization, within the customer organization, and most especially, across that threshold between the developer, the customer, and, where different, the user. Because communication is pervasive, our approach is to address it as integral to every risk management activity and not as something performed outside of, or as a supplement to, other activities.

3. Methodology

The commencement point for this study was to understand risk assessment and management concepts and acceptable practices found in the existing literature. The surveyed literature covered project risk assessment and management. This literature was meant to aid in the understanding of available contributions, their contexts, general current state of risk assessment in software development industry, and recommendations that have been put forward for further improvements. Then, survey which involved interviewing of software project managers in Iran was conducted using structured questionnaires to collect data. The questionnaire enabled to acquire information which could only be used to achieve the objectives of the study. The data helped to understand the kind of framework and tool that is suitable to software projects and solves existing problems in Iran. The questionnaire included twenty questions which were closed and open ended. Almost all the closed questions comprised a number of remarks. It also contained ten brief sections which include: practice of risk assessment, methods used in software risk assessment, responsibility for risk assessment, techniques for identifying and analyzing risks, risk prioritization, involvement of stakeholders, documentation and use of risk information, perceptions on use of risk assessment tool and approach, feature for risk assessment framework and tool and problems faced by software project managers in software projects.

Determining the population presented some difficulties. This is because the study involved surveying diverse industries of software development firms and of varying sizes. The inclusion criteria were software project managers from organizations which developed software and willing to participate in the study. The exclusion criteria were those software project managers who procured commercial off the shelf software, organizations which were selected but had relocated to other regions and those who were not willing to participate in the study. Another problem was also encountered when the sample size was being determined. This is because each of the selected industries had many organizations. Therefore, with the knowledge that this study was only meant to obtain facts or requirements to aid in the development of a risk assessment framework and tool and did not require any comparisons of variables or need for power analysis to determine the sample size; organizations presumed to undertake software development from the directory were selected. The population included 29 Parastatal organizations, 9 Universities, 13 Software developers, 5 Telecommunication operators and a list of 8 Computer software and services organization. After dividing the number of companies in each industry by two to obtain a meaningful sample, 15 Parastatals, 4 Universities, a whole list of 13 Software developers was considered to increase the number of software development firms for this study, and 16 computer software and service firms were selected from a list of eight columns where two firms from each column were selected. This yielded a sample size of 50.

The selected organizations were visited and one participant in each organization who was either a Software Project Manager or an IT manager was requested to participate. Participants who were willing and ready for the interview were interviewed immediately while willing but busy participants scheduled a day and time for the interview with the interviewer. Among the selected organizations, eight of these organizations did not meet the requirements for this study because they purchase commercial off-the shelf software. Nine organizations declined to participate. Three organizations had relocated. These reduced the sample size to a total of thirty organizations. The data which was
collected from questionnaires was analyzed using Microsoft excel and presented using both graphical and text format. As in all research methods, there are some uncertainties and risks involved. In this study, quite a few uncertainties and risks were identified by researcher according to this study experiences and are presented here to make the reader aware and take them into consideration while reading this work. Each uncertainty is also connected to an explanation of how the impact and occurrence thereof was lowered. The first problem involved scarcity of review materials in the area of risks assessment and management. Choosing a sample to interview for this study presented two major problems. One, the potential population included all companies involved at any level that is, small, medium and large companies with software development. It was unrealistic to survey the entire universe, so a representative sample was necessary. Therefore, to meet the objective for this study, purposive sampling technique was used. Secondly, it was difficult to determine which organizations actually produced software. It was difficult to base this on the size or location of an organization that is, an organization produced software rather than purchased commercial off-the-shelf software just because it was located in a certain area and had a given size. The sample size may look small for the case study but the researcher totally deems this sample size suitable because there were no comparisons of variables in the study. The study was trying to obtain facts about the practice of risk assessment from Iran’s software project managers or IT managers. Therefore, based on the results obtained from this study there is no apparent reason not to believe that the developed framework and tool is suitable for software development community in Iran. Another difficulty was fear. Interviewees had fear releasing their organization’s information and also they had fear discussing about drawbacks which could have led to the interviewees amending the truth. In the first fear, the interviewees were assured of the safety of their information both verbally and in writing as indicated on the cover letter. In the second fear, the researcher was flexible enough and the interviewees were left to decide the location and the time for the interview. The researcher believes that this flexibility had a positive impact on the study and might have reduced this influencing factor. Most of all, the researcher provided an environment of trust and therefore confidence to believe that the interviewees were honest and trustworthy was established. The interviewees were either IT managers or Software Project Managers and were all rather busy. This could have led to answers not being as comprehensive as desired. The interviewee was able to choose time and place and the questions were presented to them in advance. In some cases where the IT manger or Project Manager was too busy, a senior software developer who had the desired experience was requested to participate.

4. Findings

This section discusses the results obtained from the study that was conducted in Iran on risk assessment. The results were obtained by interviewing software project managers or IT managers from different companies and institutions. The interviewees were asked whether or not they assess risk in software projects in their organizations.

Results show that most organizations do not accord much attention to risk assessment since a greater proportion (83%) implicitly assessed risks. Only 17% assessed risks, meaning they have an established structure for risk assessment. Those that implicitly assess risks, argue that risk assessment consumes much of the project time and only manage projects and deal with risks as they occur. None responded that they do not assess risk because all believe that risks in software projects are inevitable in the software project development process. Methods used in software project risk assessment included structured or systematic approach (7%), semi-structured approach (10%) and ad hoc approach (83%), project manager and customer in software risk assessment activity. Results show that 13% used brainstorming, framework, questionnaires and checklists in identifying risks while 3% had a hotline for risk assessment and monitoring. And 83% of the respondents did not have any technique for risk identification because their risk handling strategy was reactive. Results show that 40% of the respondents prioritized risks, majority (60%) did not prioritize risks and they dealt with risks as they appeared. That employing structured risk assessment approach used decision support tools and risk matrix in prioritizing risks while those using the ad hoc approach consider urgency, giving technical and development risks more priority as well as brainstorming with project team members in prioritizing risks.

It was clearly demonstrated from the study that most IT managers did not involve stakeholders especially end users in software risk assessment. 17% of the interviewees who assessed risks involved project managers, project sponsors, developers, sales team, risk auditors and end users in assessment. Majority (90%) involved stakeholders only at some stages of the project. This normally happens after the impacts of a risk have been experienced. While only 10% involved stakeholders from the project inception to the end. While 17% of software project managers and IT managers documented risk data, majority of them (83%) did not. Mode of storage of risk information included database (7%) and paper (10%). Regarding the use of past risk experiences, it was established that only 13% of the respondents stated
that they used past risk experiences very often and another 43% used past risk experience often. 43% said they did not use past risk experience stating that projects were not similar, and differed in complexity and stakeholders needs. Table 1 shows problems include major risks faced by software project manager in Iran:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Description</th>
<th>Risk Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over reliance on few skilled developers</td>
<td>Delays in licenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer delays to give report samples</td>
<td>Incomplete requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements not clear</td>
<td>Users change requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High staff turnover</td>
<td>Frequent loss of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faulty equipment (network)</td>
<td>Late user involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undefined user role</td>
<td>Lack of user commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrealistic schedule estimation</td>
<td>Delays in procurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over spending of allocated budget</td>
<td>Project team recalled in their stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex projects</td>
<td>New technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of formal project management practices</td>
<td>Technical staff lack appropriate skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in user requirements, often because of limited customer or user experience in development of such projects, unclear objectives and management changes, led to delays in projects, budget overrun and unhappy developers because of the wasted effort. Schedule overrun was reported as a risk to software projects though it is not in itself a risk, but an outcome of undesirable events in the project. Therefore, it was clearly noted from the study that most software projects fail to meet schedule objective. This was mainly due to unrealistic schedule estimation, delays in acceptance testing, delays in procurements, change in requirements and unskilled developer. While lack of formal project management practices such as assessment of risks and failure to follow the project plan often led to lack of project control hence schedule and budget overrun, late user or customer involvement led to systems being rejected, non performing products and unsatisfied user. Complex projects often led to a wider learning curve hence delays in projects and poor design thereby production of underperforming systems. Projects become complex when the tasks to be automated demand much effort especially when new or leading-edge technologies are introduced. Organizations relied on few skilled staff. This led to schedule overrun as few staff left to work on the entire project. Coupled with lack of the desired infrastructure in the deployment environment or delays in procurements, this led to unhappy project team, unsatisfied user and delays in the project. Undefined user roles in the project limit user involvement leading to systems being rejected by users. While lack of experience in the programming language for developing the software led to underperforming system and schedule overruns, lack of commitment by users to the project led to poor communication and delays in acceptance testing. Finally incomplete and unclear requirements because of lack of user involvement in projects and customer understanding of the process which was to be automated were risks in software projects.

5. Conclusion

Most projects lacked formal risk assessment approaches and this is the major issue in software projects in Iran. This study reveals that, risk assessment in software projects is poorly practiced. This is because 83% of software project managers implicitly assess risks. At the same time, 83% use poor risk assessment approaches, which is either unstructured. This is mainly due to lack of awareness of formal risk assessment practices and ignorance. Even though some software project managers are aware of risk assessment good practices, they do not want to implement them because their attitude to risk assessment is very poor. They believe the process consumes much project’s valuable time. It was also noted that Software development organizations that are ISO certified assess risks in projects. This is because ISO frameworks demands for policies and development of organizations’ culture that support risk assessment and management. This study mentions two issues that were perceived to be major factors contributing to lack of formal risk assessment approaches in Iran but does not discuss them because they are not main objectives of this study. These include poor attitude on software projects risk assessment and organizations’ policies and culture which do not support the risk assessment activity. Coupled with implicit and unstructured risk assessment approaches, is lack of risk prioritisation, effective use of lessons learned and proper allocation of resources for mitigation, late or lack user participation due to poor risk assessment strategy used. The term late is used to mean that the project has reached an advanced stage where reversal of certain functions may impact the project, greatly. These explain why there is a chronic problem of schedule and budget overrun in software projects. Also majority (93%) of Iran’s software project
managers have never used risk assessment tool. 80% of the software project managers expressed the need for the development of this risk assessment framework and its tool to help them quickly and easily assess risks. The conclusion drawn from the result of risk assessment study carried out in Iran is that the existing risk assessment approaches tend to be inexplicit, unstructured, and undocumented. In most organizations, there is no communication of risks in software projects. The tools are complex as this was expressed by those who use DSS risk management support work tools noted that. Therefore, software project managers need to start assessing risks. This study proposes a risk assessment framework that supports systematic, proactive, explicit, documented and continuous risk assessment process through the use of experience based on frequently occurring risks. It also proposes a tool that supports the framework. The tool aids in the documentation of risk information by capturing identified risk information, fast identification of risks based a list of generic risks stored in the domain and estimation of risk likelihoods based on frequently occurring risks.
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